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About This Game

The world is covered in fog. Most who enter the fog disappear, and those who survive
say it brings their nightmares to life.
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After trying to play for about an hour, I decided to request a refund. I want to first state that I appreciate Screwfly's
commitment to making unusual games, with unusual game mechanics. Sadly, I don't feel the game is, well, fun. I'd just rather be
playing something else. There's a level of abtruseness to some aspects of the design that would take a lot of time and effort to
learn how to use correctly, and the game just isn't fun enough to warrant that time investment. I can't recommend it, at least not
to people like myself. I think there is a niche here, so if you want to try a really original game design, or if you just want to
support developers who are willing to try new things, give the game a play.. Orignal masterpiece!. I. Love. This. Game. It's one
of the few games that can truly be called "eerie" - it's not a "horror" game, but it's gentle pace has fear riddled throughout. It's
difficult enough to have you trying again and again to reach that final destination. Screwfly has made a ton of great games
(Zafehouse Diaries is fantastic), and this game is no exception to that. dare I say it. train.. ehh. really cool premise. But the travel
times are b o r i n g. I like the missions. The nightmares are neat. and they keep adding more. but I get bored with the game
quickly because of the travel times to each destination. The missions are the best part. they are just to far apart. I am not sure if
I recommend the game or not. but I lean towards "yes". or maybe "no" I am just not sure. They keep adding stuff, which is
great. So I will keep playing it. Maybe they will add more stuff to do while you travel to your next mission. I hope. That is my
only complaint, really.. It's boring, the micromanagement is not fun. The game is complicated but not in a interesting way. The
only good thing I have to say is that I've never seen anything like it, so props to the developers for thinking outside the box but I
didn't like it.. Small, Interesting and immersive. Game concepts are unique and really bring this survival game together for
enjoyable replays.. Good game if you like to be in control but still run a risk of lossing it.. Fun game, in depth!
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